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Borderlight is a live wallpaper that shows the swirling light moving across the border on a mobile screen. You can choose from various light style dancing on your mobile phone from all sides. This border light is perfect for all mobile models- MI, Xiaomi, Samsung, Google, OnePlus, Redm screens in both lock and unlock mode. Border light
makes your phone look so beautiful all the edges of the mobile screen, Download &amp;amp; Switch ON your mobile phone with rainbow &amp;amp; Make your phone look radiant at night like a bright hot star in the sky. We have many options for you to set any limit on dancing light on your phone screen. Phone Screen Edge Border
Light app, which has an animated live wallpaper theme that you can set edge lighting rounded in the corner of the live wallpaper device. The app won't consume more battery than you set up an e-wallpaper on your mobile screen. It adds smooth and beautiful round corners to the live light display. Feature* Specify border light with custom
picture.* You can also set your personal name in bright, colorful text* Customize your name size, name style, etc. * Neon name live wallpaper give lighting name on your phone screen * Set the edge of live wallpaper * Lighting edge neon name * Set rainbow border color animation * As well as set the boundary of light width, height * Border
light animation i.* Free border light - edge of screen live wallpaper new border light wallpaper edge live wallpaper freeThanking you with this app, give us feedback, better this App, rating and consider future updates. Borderlight Live Wallpaper is a personalization app that gives your mobile device fun and colorful boundaries. It picks up
the edges of the screen, adding what appears to be dancing rainbow lights surrounding your device. Borderlight Live Wallpaper is customizable and is designed to fit the screen, no matter its size and shape. You can control how colors behaveApp offers different ways for your borders. When you open Borderlight Live Wallpaper, you can
see which elements can be adjusted. The first menu is the wheel speed, which determines how frequent the colors change and how fast they flicker around the phone. You can set them at fast speeds like flashing Christmas lights, and you can also slow them down to a soothing effect. You can also adjust the border size to change the
width of borders. You can make them thinner if you want colors less noticeable. Otherwise, adjust it to a thicker size. When it comes to the choice of a boundary radius, their adaptation simply melts the shape of the border with either sharp or rounded corners. This can fit any screen shape. Users can change the colors of the border even
though the colors available are limited. Changing the wallpaper is also possible and you can change its visibility to your yet the funBorderlight Live Wallpaper really does do much more than add flickering lights to the screen, but it's undeniably fun and fun to watch. Live wallpaper can make your users' phone experience more enjoyable. If
you find yourself just in egreg life colors when they dance around the screen, that's perfectly normal. Easy to useDitableUic and enjoyable live wallpaper Skate at full speed and escape from the police Multiple online minigames with voxel watch Enjoy Gamecube and Wii games on your Android Choose your favorite song and play it on
your Android device Missions and events full of minigames and vehicles Big fish eats little fish Climb the mountain at full speed When the Angry Birds saga started borderlight is a live wallpaper that shows the colorful, moving cursor around your mobile home screen edges and locking screen. The LED color shows animated, moving
colored light over the border of your mobile screen. You can adjust the brightness of moving light to provide the best customized experience for your mobile home screen wallpaper. This is ideal for the entire screen size as light can be adjusted to fit each screen border up in &amp;amp; the radius device below. Light can be adjusted in all
corners, sides, up and down to give the perfect shape for moving light on your android mobile phone. You can set the wallpaper between the moving EDGE light, you can do it with the border light HD wallpaper app. Just choose beautiful premium HD wallpapers from different images in all categories such as Nature, Abstract, Live
Wallpaper, Minimalism, Artistic, 4K, Effects. You can also set any wallpaper from your gallery, from the photo folder between moving lights on the edges of your mobile phone. Set your photo, close photos at the center of a beautiful colorful border and give your phone a full makeover. Border light with colorful live wallpaper is a great fit for
all mobile phones examples samsung, samsung galaxy, xiaomi redmi 7A, Redmi 6 A, Redmi Note, Pro, Vivo, One Plus 7, Real Me X, Vivo Z1, Google Pixel, Samsung Galaxy S10, Note with limitless motion screens on the sides and premium HD wallpaper in the middle of the screen. You can set custom wallpaper for moving light at the
border of any android phone make or model. New features border light HD wallpaper APP -# Increase or decrease the boundary light side width or size according to your choice and screen.# Increase or decrease brightness of moving light at the border or edges of the mobile home screen.# Control wheel speed with moving light border
light app.# setting# Adjust the upper limit of the device to adjust the moving light of one of the phone's top design.# Custom feature to add any photo gallery to the phone wallpaper screen with moving light edges on your phone.# You can choose from a variety of wallpapers in all categories such as Live. Nature, clouds, abstract,
minimalism and many other top wallpapers of the day.# All premium wallpaper is selected to match the best screen with the perfect color background, which gives a unique experience of moving lights to your phone's border.# RGB color to give the best beautiful light motion effect to your mobile phone screen. # Function such as set
cycling speed, Border size, Border size lock screen, lower side, boundary, top side. Download and share your experiences with us in the overview rating section - Border Light with hd live wallpaper. Wallpaper applications for Android allow us to customize our device for any wallpaper. And with many applications of this nature, we need to
emphasize this Borderlight which can also be used to configure the colorful edge of our home screen and lock screen. Wallpaper with edge that changes its color with this app, we can set a multicolor screen border that changes cyclically. Its selection allows us to adjust the speed with which it changes, as well as the thickness of the edge.
By default, the wallpaper is black, but we can apply any image found in the gallery. The interesting detail of this app and that we miss many others with the same style to customize the aspect of our Android, is that its developers have taken into account the limit that is becoming increasingly popular among smartphone manufacturers.
Therefore, we can adjust the parameters of the colored edges to remember this function. Feature.
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